Overview

Brilliant Magnified Images with Easy-to-Use Controls. TOPAZ EZ HD is simply uncomplicated magnification. This economical video magnifier emphasizes ease of use with single-function controls and a high-definition camera. The HD camera provides superior image quality, a wider field of view, and a lower magnification range.
Features

- Magnification to 64 times (on a 24-inch monitor)
- Choice of monitor sizes: widescreen 20-inch or 24-inch
- Custom high-contrast color modes
- Color-boost contrast
- Brightly-colored control buttons
- Over 8 inches of working space to write and work comfortably
- Comfortable swivel screen
- LED lighting reduces glare
- One-touch button to freeze images

20” HD—YTOPAZEZ20HD—$2,495
24” HD—YTOPAZEZ24HD—$2,745

An additional $100 shipping charge will be added.